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Editors Notes: Darryl Bourke
In this edition you have some great reading including an update from the
Committee of Management, Episode 7 and 8 of Hugh and Bev’s world
adventures, details of STHARC Mystery Runs plus a story of a Blitz.
Some words from me to make you think about Repair, Restore or
Preserve and my Starter Motor story.
Stories
Please contact the Editor with your car restoration and other stories
during this difficult time. It's always interesting to hear what other
members are up to.

The cover photo is of Keith & Elaine Knight’s
Blitz. Go to page 14 for the story.

Our thanks to Homestead Press for their support:
3 Paterson Pde, Queanbeyan NSW 2620 Tel: 026299 4500 Fax: 026299 4200 Email printing@homesteadpress.com.au
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COMMITTEE OF MANAGEMENT MEETING
The Committee of Management met at the Guide Hall on 18 August. At
that meeting a number of decisions was made. These decisions would
normally be communicated to members at the monthly general meeting
by the President and subsequently by inclusion in the published minutes
of the meeting. In the absence of monthly meetings, the Committee has
decided that members should be advised by a separate report set out in
The Wheel.
CoM Report
The President made the comment that the Goulburn run was a great
success. More runs will be organized when possible. He noted that we
are fortunate that in our region, the impact of actual COVID-19 infections
has been very low, that none of our club members appear to have been
infected. The passing of our fellow member Robert Munday was noted
and it was agreed that a card will be sent by the Membership Secretary.
The President also commended the Membership Secretary on the
membership data base which she has produced.

The President also explained to those present that there are Covid19
requirements regarding the use of the hall and recording of attendees. He
asked that all present ensure that they complete the details required in the
log book and ensure that they have used the hand sanitizer provided.
The Committee accepted and approved the Treasurers report on the
club’s current financial situation and approved of the proposed treatment
of payments made on behalf of the club.
The Membership Secretary advised that there are 122 financial
members of the club at this time.
The Committee agreed that new badges should be prepared recognizing
the status of the newly accepted life memebrs. The design of those
badges is yet to be determined.

Our thanks to Homestead Press for their support:
3 Paterson Pde, Queanbeyan NSW 2620 Tel: 026299 4500 Fax: 026299 4200 Email printing@homesteadpress.com.au
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Committee considered the concept that children of existing members be
entitled to be accepted as full members of the club. This situation has
arisen previously. The club has in the past taken the view that such
applicants were already effectively members of the club already and that
there was no requirement for them to make applications for new
membership. There is no apparent reason to change that arrangement.
Two new membership applications hare currently in hand. John and Pam
Corbett’s daughter Gracie along with her brother James are Foundation
members of STHARC. Max de Oliver’s daughter has also applied to be
accepted as a member. Gracie Corbett has been the accepted owner of
heritage motor vehicle for many years even before she was entitled to
obtain a licence. Max’s daughter has taken on the ownership of two of
Max’s heritage motor vehicles. Both applicants have been accepted as
members of STHARC.
The Events Director reported that it is difficult to arrange other than runs
such as the Goulburn run in the current Covid19 circumstances. One run
currently under consideration is a drive to Wee Jasper. Other possible
events such as mid week runs may be possible if social distancing and
any other Covid19 obligations can be satisfied.
The holding of a Christmas party along the lines of past events is not
workable in the current circumstances with the uncertainties about
allowable distancing and social gatherings. The possibility of running this
event as part of a run is being considered.
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The Events Director sought feedback on the content of The Wheel in the
absence of reports on club events. The Committee was advised that the
only known comments have been positive.
The Editor reported that he is feeling the strain pulling together the
Wheel magazine as the COVID restrictions have removed the morning
tea reports along with the material, photos and reports associated with
events. And is looking to members to provide him with their historical
vehicle stories.
The Registrar reported that RMS has distributed a paper covering some
options related to heritage motoring arrangements.
The Property officer reported reported that in the absence of club
meetings there has been little movement of club apparel or other items.
The Committee decided that existing accounts other than the operating
account with Bendigo Bank should be closed and the funds in those
accounts transferred to the club’s Bendigo Bank account..
The Treasurer advised the Committee that the purpose in seeking to tidy
up this legacy issue is driven by the fact that it no longer seems
necessary to maintain the Service One accounts, that he is unlikely to
seek re-election to the position of Treasurer on account of a likely
relocation to Brisbane and that termination of this relationship will simplify
the role of the incoming Committee members.
The Treasurer also advised that a current non Committee member of the
club has expressed an interest in taking on a role on the Committee of
Management and is considered to be a suitable person to take on the
position as Treasurer.
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The Treasurer submitted his Financial Statement 2019/20. Committee
considered the Treasurers report and agreed to recommend to members
of the club at the AGM when it can be held, acceptance of it.
The Treasurer recommended that the Committee formally acknowledge
that the club is a non profit making organization and that in any future
proposal to amend the club’s constitution specific mention of the intention
that the club be operated as a non profit organization relating to historic/
heritage motoring be inserted. The Committee agreed.
Annual General Meeting
The AGM which is normally held in August has been postponed. The
President undertook to establish whether in response to the Covid19
situation, there has been an exemption issued by Department of Fair
Trading for deferral of AGM’s for incorporated organizations which are
required to be held under existing legislation.
Mail out
The Committee decided that the mail out of The Wheel to members who
are non financial, will be terminated after the distribution of the September
edition of the Wheel.
Reports
The reports for 2019/2020 prepared by the Treasurer and Secretary have
been provided to the Committee for distribution when it is determined how
and when the AGM can be held.
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AROUND THE WORLD IN 573 DAYS by Hugh
Episode 7 - Cooking
We attend cooking class and its really lovely. Lots of chopping but clean
very fresh, low fat food. Food is grown where we eat. In one place the
fish are swimming underneath.

One evening we head out to a large theatre restaurant. Up narrow timber
stairs into a blackened vast timber theatre. We sitting up above the black
stage eating chicken sitting cross legged. It is almost medieval. The
actors come out to perform. It’s a drag show!! I don’t believe it. Well throw
out those conservative ideas! The costumes are bright with finery, but the
performances are professional and very slick. It is hilarious and truly
spectacular.
Yogyakarta is considered to be a major place for education in Indonesia
with a very large University. Its also very much a Muslim city. Every
morning around 4:00 am the call to prayers pervades the city. We have
left Australia that’s for sure.
After 2 weeks, we, now proper travellers! board our Garuda aircraft and
head for Singapore for the next leg. Indonesia has been a revelation and
quite a learning experience. I think we will cope.
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PRESIDENTS REPORT
Dear Members
Hope this copy of the Wheel finds you all healthy.
Not too much has happened since last month.
However, one thing requires communicating. Our longstanding
Membership Secretary has decided to call it a day. I’m sure you would all
say “Job well done”. Thank you Pam Corbett.
The roll will now be undertaken by Maureen Vavra. If you have any
changes to you personal details or vehicle/s please contact Maureen by
email:
mausie.vavra@bigpond.com
I’m sure you will welcome Maureen to her new role.
The Committee has had a meeting at the Girl Guide Hall last week.
However, Due to numbers to space restrictions we are still unable to meet
for a General Meetings in the hall at this stage.
Please Stay safe
Joe Vavra

President

Our thanks to Homestead Press for their support:
3 Paterson Pde, Queanbeyan NSW 2620 Tel: 026299 4500 Fax: 026299 4200 Email printing@homesteadpress.com.au
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THE DINKUM OIL
A drop from the Council of Heritage Motor Clubs to keep you going
FITNESS to DRIVE
Transport for NSW intends that Fitness to Drive assessments will be “paperless”
by 2021. TfNSW has improved this assessment process so that all GPs,
specialists, occupational therapists and optometrists can now submit NSW
Fitness to Drive assessment forms for their patients online.











From now, those who need medical assessments for Drivers Licence
renewal may take advantage of “online” submission of Medical reports.
Fitness to Drive requests will still be mailed to those who require
assessments by TfNSW.
When the required eyesight examination is carried out, a request may be
made for the Optometrist to email the report direct to the Doctor who will
be providing the Medical Assessment.
When the Doctor has completed the Fitness to Drive assessment (which
in some instances may be by ‘phone), a request may be made for the
examination report to be lodged with TfNSW on line.
When the form is completed online, it is instantly sent to TfNSW, saving a
trip to a Service NSW Centre to hand in the paper form.
The Doctor will get an instant response confirming the assessment has
been received and a copy of the completed form will be stored for future
reference.
When additional assessments are required (by specialist etc), these may
be processed in a similar manner.

Our thanks to Homestead Press for their support:
3 Paterson Pde, Queanbeyan NSW 2620 Tel: 026299 4500 Fax: 026299 4200 Email printing@homesteadpress.com.au
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OLD PHOTO RECORDS
CHMC is proceeding with some of the activities associated with the
Golden Anniversary celebration. One such activity is the compilation of a
photographic record of activities.

Photographs and footage of the vehicles, members and events are
important to celebrating and documenting our Council’s history.

Whilst we have plenty of photographs and some video film from the
last few years we are lacking such material from before 2010

Have you photos or films from past CHMC Rallies?

If you have any photographs or film that you would like to share
please contact Council’s Webmaster
Webmaster@heritagemotoringcouncil.org.au or
the CHMC Secretary, phone 0418 235 797.
For further information
Fitness to Drive contact: Peter Wright (RMS Liaison) phone 0417 250
798
Old photographic records contact: Jenny Fawbert (CHMC Webmaster)
phone 0417 203 384
More information about this, and other items of interest, can be found on
Council’s website: www.heritagemotoringcouncil.org.au
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EVENT DIRECTORS REPORT by Hugh Spencer
After the last very successful run to Goulburn it was clear that members
or at least a group of them would very much like another car club run.
However since then, COVID NSW Government restrictions have been
tightened. At present the maximum number of attendees in a public place
is 20 and the number of group attendees visiting a cafe is limited to 10.
Our last run had well in excess of these numbers.
So rather than not run anything I have organised 2 potential 'Mystery
runs' for September. The Mystery runs will require attendees to contact
the Events Director by email to book a place for each person, as
numbers will be limited. Start locations and times will then be disclosed
only to people who will attend.
Mystery run 1 Brindabella ramble and beyond
Date: Sunday 13 September
This is a fairly long run which will take much of the day. Driving on sealed
narrow mountain roads. Bring morning tea and a full tank of fuel. Lunch
can be self catered BYO or purchased at a cafe of your choice.
You must contact the Events Director for meeting details so we can
comply with COVID requirements on the day.
Please note the Government may change requirements and we will
comply with whatever that might be.
Numbers limited to 20
Mystery Run 2 coffee and cake escape
Date: Wednesday 23 September Morning
This is a short run.
Numbers are limited to 10!
Contact Events Director for Attendance details and to confirm your
attendance.
We will not be meeting at the Guide Hall to start each of these runs.
Please feel free to make suggestions. And I would like another Events
committee member/s to help fill Max's wonderful shoes.
Meanwhile the restoration of the Atlantic's engine continues. But I won't
bore you with the details. Phillip heads did that today!!
Stay safe and please contact me if you plan to attend.
Hugh
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GOSFORD CAR MUSEUM by Bill Grzeskowiak

On a trip to Gosford to inspect a 1990 Black DA-Ford LTD, I drove past a
hugh warehouse and noticed the signage on the building said “Gosford
Classic Car Museum”. Now I had read an article about it in a magazine
months earlier so I figured while in the neighbourhood I would call in and
have a look, after I viewed the LTD.
The LDT was quite impressive so I negotiated a deal with the seller to
come back and collect it the following weekend.
Leaving the LTD my next stop was the Gosford Car Museum. It was $20
entry, but it was worth it.
What an impressive collection and display. I was limited for time so only
took a few photos. Here are two which for you to view.
Bill, August 2017
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ESCAPE
AFTER
THE LOCKDOWN
AllanKnight
& Chris
BLITZ F15
BACKGROUND
by Keith & by
Elaine
My wife Elaine and are the proud owners of a Canadian Military Pattern
(CMP) 1942 Ford Model F15, 4x2, 15 cwt truck. In the Australian Military
they were called Blitz or Blitz Buggies. Our vehicle was originally restored
by Michael Cecil when he lived in Victoria. Quite a lot of this article is
derived from Michael's original story "Blitzing About… The Restoration of
an F15". I have also referred to "A CMP History" by Rod Diery 1997–2005
and of course a range of Blitz reference documents too numerous to
identify.
During World War Two (WW II) the Australian Military used a significant
number of CMP vehicles, both Ford and Chevrolet. Most were imported
from Canada and assembled at the appropriate Ford or GMH assembly
plant. The Ford versions were imported as a rolling chassis with some
cabin components installed. The roof, cab rear wall, hatch, floor and
sundry items were manufactured locally. All Ford F15s have a side valve
V8 engine. The majority of the bodies were locally designed and
manufactured, including our General Service (GS) version.

Until 1943 all Blitz trucks were fitted with a roof hatch and a bracket for an
anti-aircraft light machine gun. (I did enquire if the machine gun was still
available when I was contemplating buying the Blitz.)

Southern Tablelands Heritage Automotive Restorers Club Inc.
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Our restored Ford F15, 101 inch wheelbase has the model designation
C291W. It was assembled in Australia during mid to late 1942 and fitted
with a GS body. After the war excess vehicles were sold off to local
government agencies and private buyers. At one stage nearly every rural
fire service was equipped with at least one Blitz. It also seemed that
nearly every farmer acquired one and adapted it to fulfil a specific and
sometimes unique requirement. Michael recovered this Blitz in the mid
80s after it had been used for many years as a farm vehicle. Fortunately it
had been kept in a shed for most of its life and was relatively free of rust.
The rear body had been removed and there was typical panel damage to
doors and mudguards. The restoration took over ten years.
Restoration began by stripping removable parts, followed by sandblasting
and spray painting the chassis. Each part was cleaned, repaired and
repainted prior to re-assembly, or, in the case of worn out parts, replaced
with original parts. The wiring loom was fabricated from cotton covered
looms of the right vintage, cut and joined to make the necessary circuits.
An additional set of wires were incorporated into the loom to allow for the
fitment of traffic indicators.
As the vehicle was intended for road use, internal improvements to
mechanicals were incorporated. The original engine was fitted with fixed
shell big end bearings rather than the original fully floating type, and later
model 8BA connecting rods. Later model pistons with four rings rather
than the original three ring type were used, as well as a high pressure oil
pump. The differential was fitted with the crown wheel and pinion from a
White M3A1 Scout Car. This is supposed to allow for higher cruising
speeds. (I have yet to attain anything close to what could be considered a
'cruising' speed). All of these improvements were 'internal' and have not
altered the external appearance of the vehicle. The changes are been
deemed to have only a minimal impact on the vehicle and have certainly
not altered its appearance (or performance).
When Michael began the restoration of the vehicle he lived in Castella,
just north of Melbourne. The nearest military base of any size was
Puckapunyal Military Area. Puckapunyal was the primary training area for
the Royal Australian Armoured Corps and the home of the School of
Armour (or its earlier equivalents) since 1941. Because the vehicle's
history during WW II could not be identified the decision was made to
'place' the restored Blitz in the time and space as a vehicle of the
Armoured Fighting Vehicle (AFV) School in the early 1943 period.
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This was also reasonable from two other view points: firstly, that by early
1943, many Blitz F15's were being relegated to second line and rear area
duties as increasing numbers of US-sourced vehicles became available
to front line divisions, and secondly, that the F15 is a 4x2 vehicle and by
1943 was less likely to be used in forward areas.
The camouflage was based upon the disruptive pattern as issued by Land
Headquarters (LHQ) in July 1942. The Khaki Green and Light Earth were
developed to suit Australian and South East Asian conditions.
The vehicles markings are the LHQ AFV School, which, according to the
instructions issued in January 1943, used the Unit sign '860' on a red
background until August 1943. The Formation sign of a rising sun over a
boomerang, in white, on a black background is the LHQ sign and was
used because the AFV School was 'attached' to LHQ.

The Australian registration number '131545' is the original number
assigned to the vehicle, and was still visible prior to restoration. It was
also checked against the chassis number, 3G19886F, and was found to
coincide.
The bridge sign of a black '4' on a yellow background is correct for the
period after September 1942.
Other finishing touches included a near complete set of original tools in
the issue tool box, a 1942 Canadian jack, four two gallon fuel cans and a
Drivers Instruction Book. The pioneer tools include a Department of
Defence marked shovel and pick head, and a Canadian 'Kelly Axe and
Tool Company' axe.

Southern Tablelands Heritage Automotive Restorers Club Inc.
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Some quirks of the vehicle include a six volt positive earth electrical
system and the fuel gauges hardly ever work so a dipstick is the only
way to keep track of tank contents.
Michael completed the restoration in 1995. He kept the Blitz under cover
and ran and maintained it regularly. When he put it on the market in
2006 it had done only 500 miles. By this time Michael lived in Gunning.
A friend on mine from Victoria expressed an interest and asked if I would
go to Gunning to check it out. I was immediately impressed and did not
hesitate to recommend it to him. In fact I was so impressed I asked him
to give me the first option if ever he decided to sell.
The new owner planned to convert it to a 4x4 and drive some of the
more arduous Central Australian tracks. In its original form the F15 is a
two wheel drive truck and a four speed, single ratio gearbox. Converting
it to a 4x4 would have a major undertaking. The vehicle was stored it in a
shed and the conversion planned.
The brake system was improved by fitting stainless steel sleeves to the
wheel cylinders and master cylinder and new brake hoses were fitted all
round. The planned trip was postponed and the 4x4 conversion never
got off the ground.
For the 13 years it was in his possession the Blitz was only ever driven
off the delivery truck and into the shed. In that time he had collected an
impressive range of documents, manuals and instructions and obtained
a range of spares. Included in the list of spares are all of items needed to
undertake a 12 volt conversion. By 2019 his circumstances had changed
and his outback adventure had to be cancelled.
True to his word he offered me the vehicle.
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It was an offer too good to refuse. I took possession in September 2019. It
took very little effort to get the vehicle back on the road. We drained the
fuel system, bled the brakes, repacked the wheel bearings and gave it a
grease and oil change.
Once a new battery was fitted and we determined the steps required to
start it, the vehicle roared into life. Within days it was trucked back
Wamboin. Apart from this maintenance all that has been done is remove
the out-of-character blinker lights that were fitted during the original
restoration. Because of its vintage, blinkers were not fitted and are not a
requirement however; I have converted some original Blitz width lights to
blinkers to satisfy any perceived safety issues.
The cab has canvas side-curtains for both doors and black-out canvas
covers for the windscreen and real (open) window. I have the three bows
for the rear body but no canvas.
I am also looking to acquire five bar-tread tyres. I have five spare rims that
will be sand-blasted and fitted with the new tyres.

Southern Tablelands Heritage Automotive Restorers Club Inc.
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REPAIR, RESTORE OR PRESERVE by Darryl
As our automobiles age, moving parts wear, rubbers turn brittle and the
overall condition can deteriorate. We are then faced with the decision,
assuming discard is not an option, to repair, restore or preserve our
automobile.
Repair

Synonyms:
adjustment,
improvement,
overhaul,
reconstruction,
rehabilitation, replacement, mend, patch, substitution.
From my childhood in country NSW, I saw a lot of things repaired.
Sometimes as basic as using fencing wire to hold it together making it
operational again.
Restore
Synonyms: reinstate, put back, replace, bring back, reinstitute, reimpose,
reinstall · rehabilitate, re-establish.
For historical vehicles this could refer to the reconstruction to original
condition, using the original materials, look and feel. But what if asbestos
was an original material, or the brakes are deemed inadequate for
roadworthiness? STHARC are very fortunate to have an extremely
knowledgeable registrar in John Corbett who looks after these complex
issues in a professionally competent manner.

Preserve
Synonyms: conserve, perpetuate, retain, save, store, sustain, mothball,
mummify, pickle, shelter.
I see this as “trophy cabinet” items to be looked at and admired but they
are usually not operational. This could be the aircraft at the Australian War
Memorial. They help tell the story but will never fly again.
Your Views
What are your thoughts on this, tell us at editor@stharc.org.au
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STARTER MOTOR ISSUE by Darryl
My track loader Perkins 428 motor would not crank over. It just did not
seem to have enough torque to get past the compression stroke. Used a
fully charged battery but that just made the starter motor smell hot giving
off a bad odour. Somehow I think the magic smoke got out!
No problem I thought, I replaced the field coils last time it burnt out.

So it was a Repair job as this old machine was not worth Restoring and I
wanted it to do work so Preservation was not an option.
It should be easy as it is just a simple DC motor as illustrated below.

The basic principle being when armature current (I) flows thought a
magnetic field (Stator N & S), a force is produced (Fn) rotating the motor.
The commutator switches the current direction to maintain the force
rotating motion. Simple and my starter motor had all these components.
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The Stator windings, which I replaced about twenty five years ago, still
looked intact. The brushes were worn but still sufficient length for the
springs to hold them onto the commutator. The armature showed no sign
of failure. So why the lack of Torque. Reassembled on the bench it
jumped into action when battery applied, but again when mounted on the
engine, it could not turn it over.
I disassembled it yet again. The brushes where caked in greasy grime
again as well as the commutator which I had painstakingly cleared up.
Again I cleaned it all up, re assembled and bench tested it. Seemed fine.
However another disappointment as it failed yet again to crank the
engine over.
Why could I not Repair it? I have qualifications in Electrical Engineering,
Instrumentation & Control Engineering as well as Electronics. This is a
very simple DC motor, how could it not work?
As frustrating as this was, especially to my ego, I realised it was
consuming too much of my time. I needed this machine to operate as It
was holding up other work. So with a big swallow of my pride, l
purchased a complete replacement starter motor.
By now I could mount the starter motor with my eyes shut so within
minutes it was ready to go, and go it did. In fact I cannot remember it
cranking over so well before. So while my repair was a failure I would
argue my restoration was a success (personal ego in tatters).
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AROUND THE WORLD IN 573 DAYS by Hugh
Episode 8 - Malaysian coffee
Singapore is too clean, too slick. It feels sterile after where we have been.
It’s also very very expensive. We visit some fancy shopping centre and
enjoy some of the old bits of the city state. But I prefer the old botanic
gardens developed by the British and we are almost tourists again. It’s
time to leave.
The next leg takes us by bus to Malacca in Malaysia, the notorious home
of pirates and traders. It’s a very old magical city on the edge of the
Straits and the residual influence of the Dutch East India company is
evident. We are staying now really in a private home on a tiny smugglers’
alley. Our host, a lovely lady is utterly charming and we are introduced to
the delights of Malaysian coffee. It is brilliant. We keep some of that
fantastic coffee for our future travels. It lasts a long time. From here we
head by bus further north up through the Malaysian peninsula to Kuala
Lumper. The roads are broad but the jungles in the hinterland very real.
The capital is a very modern Asian city and I prefer it to Singapore. It
seems more real. Tourists are an after thought.
After more bus travel we reach Thailand and transfer to a very fancy very
plush train. For the overnight journey to Bangkok. Bangkok gets
interesting. No not that sort.
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Seiffert Automotive

All types of mechanical work done to most
makes and models of vehicles.
Authorised Inspection Station NSW & ACT.

Albert & Andrew Neuss
8 Endurance Ave Queanbeyan
02 6297 6225
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